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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION 
Business Meeting 

Minutes 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 – 12:30 – 2:00 

Indianapolis Convention Center, Room 243, Indianapolis, IN 

 

Attendees and affliations: 

Kostas Apostalou McMaster 

Cheryl Bodnar Pittsburgh 

Frank Bowman North Dakota 

Lisa Bullard North Carolina State 

Jacqueline Burgher Washington State 

Matthew Cooper North Carolina State 

David Dixon South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 

Michael Elsass Dayton 

Arthur Felse Northwestern 

Laura Ford Tulsa 

Richard Gilbert South Florida 

Paul Golter Washington State 

Kevin Hadley South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 

David Harding New Haven 

Allen Hersel Trine 

Jason Keith Mississippi State 

Daniel Lepek Cooper Union 

Christi Luks Tulsa 

Danielle Mai Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Susan Montgomery Michigan 

Becky Pinkelman Durmstadt 

Michael Prudich Ohio 

Justinus Satrio Villanova 

Mariano Savelski Rowan 

Joe Shaeiwitz Auburn 

David Silverstein Kentucky 

Marylee Southard Kansas 

Mary Staehle Rowan 

Elizabeth Stewart Michigan 

David Tomasko Ohio State 

Bernard Van Wie Washington State 

Don Visco Akron 

Troy Vogel Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Richard Zollars Washington State 
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1. Greetings and Introductions 

Dave Dixon started the meeting.  We all introduced ourselves, and transitions were announced:  

Christi Luks is moving from Tulsa to Missouri S&T.  Stephanie Farrell has been promoted to full 

professor and has been awarded a Fullbright in Ireland.  Daniel Lepek has been tenured and 

promoted to associate professor.  The University of Michigan will be celebrating Scott Fogler’s 

50
th

 year on the faculty this upcoming year.  Jason Keith has been named an ASEE Fellow.  We 

held a moment of silence for members who died in the past year:  Becky Toghiani from 

Mississippi State and Richard Bailie from West Virginia.   

 

2. Corrections were made to the minutes from the last Business Meeting (Atlanta, GA, 26 

June 2013) in sections 3b (members of our division who are chemists) and 4b (including Don 

Visco on the Summer School committee).  The minutes with those corrections were approved.  

 

3. Agnieszka Miguel from Seattle University gave the PIC I report on behalf of Adrienne 

Minerick, who had a competing meeting.  Agnieszka first gave us information from headquarters 

and then asked for comments for Adrienne and headquarters.   

 a. Please incorporate the new ASEE logo in publications.  Functionality is being 

added to the ASEE website to search papers better.  ASEE is holding a Year of Action for 

Diversity, in which we as a division are encouraged to do something regarding diversity (a 

session, a webinar…).  A handout is included as Appendix A.  The Safe Zone Training 

workshops were mentioned, and it was unclear to some that each workshop was stand-alone.  

ASEE membership rates will go up in October.  An online membership (no print Prism) is 

available for a lower rate, and multi-year memberships are available.  Online members are 

currently left out of voting since ballots are sent out with Prism, and that is being worked on.  

Online voting is prohibited by ASEE’s bylaws.  PIC funds are available for projects that could 

become part of our division’s work;  these need a division match.  The call for proposals for 

these $500 PIC grants will be in October.  Please check that our awards are listed on the ASEE 

website.  Adrienne plans to hold a teleconference with division and program chairs a few times a 

year instead of updates only at the Annual Conference.   

 b. The wifi available in the convention center is not sufficient, and the online session 

locator should have been available as an app that did not require the use of the wifi.  The big 

general audience events, such as the awards ceremony, were not easy to find on the online 

session locator.  7:00 am sessions are hard; could we have more parallel sessions instead?  Of 

course, we have to avoid having too many parallel sessions.  Has the board evaluated publish-to-

present to see if it is having the desired effect?  It works against the things we are trying to do;  

having to write a paper makes for a higher barrier to getting people to present at the conference.  

Having the papers is good for graduate students, though, so keeping the paper as an option is 

good.  The deadlines for papers are not good for faculty schedules.   

 

4. Ongoing Business 

a. The treasurer’s report from Laura Ford is attached in Appendix B. 

b. Allen Hersel reported that our membership is stable at 500 paid members with 40 

lapsed.  We do not get many new assistant professors each year.  We have 20 to 30 industrial 

members, and the number of members who are chemists has dropped.  Large research 

institutions tend to have 1 – 2 members, while schools such as Rowan and Buchnell have nearly 

all of their faculty as members.  The letter that Nick Peppas was going to have John McKetta 
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write last year did not get done due to McKetta’s health problems.  David Dixon encouraged us 

to go back and encourage our colleagues to join.   

c. Christi Luks was elected as our new Chair-elect, and Michael Elsass was elected 

Director.  

 

5. Updates 

a. Michael Elsass reported on this year’s conference program.  We had 5 technical 

sessions with 22 papers and 2 posters, which is down from last year.  Some authors expressed the 

preference to wait for Seattle.  Sessions were well-attended with 25 to 40 at each.  The open mic 

session was discussed:  the commentary is good, but we need U-shaped seating.  Maybe we 

could have it later in the conference after we’ve presented papers, or maybe we could have it 

back-to-back with the business meeting since the open mic was the best attended.  Please include 

your affiliation when you speak during the open mic session.  Kevin Dahm will be the program 

chair for 2015.   

b. Bernard Van Wie reported on awards.  The awards banquet program is attached as 

Appendix C.  The lectureship was not awarded this year as the awardee, Ignacio Grossman, was 

unable to give the lecture at this conference.  Chemstations desired for us to give the lectureship 

to Ignacio in 2015.  The board approved the name change for the Lifetime Achievement Award 

in Chemical Engineering Pedagogy to the Donald R. Woods Lifetime Achievement Award in 

Chemical Engineering Pedagogy.   Bernie recognized the work of his co-chair, Joe Menicucci, 

and the help of Valerie Young and Jason Keith as former co-awards-chairs.  Please send 

nominations to both Bernie and Joe for next year’s awards.  

c. David Silverstein recognized the Summer School committee for 2017:  himself, 

Kevin Dahm, Lisa Bullard, Don Visco, and Jason Keith.  The summer school will be July 28 – 

August 4 at NC State.  David gave an overview of the program.  The $130,000 in carryover 

funds have been moved to an account at CACHE as was approved last year.  

  

6. New Business 

a. Volunteer Opportunities 

i)  Local Arrangements (Seattle 2015).  Dick Zollars will check into this – he 

is not committing because he is in phased retirement.  Perhaps we could have the division 

dinner at the Dale Chihuly Garden and Glass near the Space Needle, but that would 

probably be $90/person.  Since some people didn’t come to the banquet this year because 

of the $70/person cost, $90 would be too much.  Maybe we could have a buffet without 

fixed seating to encourage more mingling and have a lower cost?  Bernie will check with 

a family connection about possible catering.  Maybe we could offer a reduced rate for 

graduate students?  A concern with appetizers is avoiding food allergies.  Maybe we 

could offer several different price points, with the cost of the banquet clear but people 

could pay a higher rate with the extra supporting graduate student dinners?  Multiple 

prices could be difficult in implementation.  Maybe we could advertise that scholarships 

are available.   

ii) Volunteers are needed for program chair and local arrangements chair for 

New Orleans (2016) and Columbus (2017).   

b. This has been the last year of Chemstations’ sponsorship of the Lectureship, so 

we have more time to find a replacement sponsor.  We’ll consider companies in the NW and 

south since the next conferences are in Seattle and New Orleans.  It was suggested to look at the 
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exhibitors.  Bernie has already discussed with Armfield, and they were warm to the idea.  If a 

company is interested in a lower-level sponsorship than the $5000 lectureship, the $2000 Fahien 

award is unsponsored.   

c. General Brainstorming  

  i. We discussed the timing of the approval of the minutes.  The draft minutes 

will be sent out within a couple of weeks of the meeting.  After corrections are received 

within a few weeks and incorporated, a corrected version will be sent out.  It is assumed 

that the corrected version will be approved as mostly a formality at the next business 

meeting.  Approving the minutes via email quickly after the meeting was decided against 

based on tradition and difficulties in implementation.  

  ii. A safety session was suggested for the Seattle meeting.  Maybe a best 

practices session, maybe a panel with industry people.  Please send suggestions to Kevin 

Dahm.  Maybe we could invite someone from a company that we are seeking sponsorship 

from.  Washington State just hired a safety coordinator, and Bernie will check with him 

coming.  

  iii. We discussed how to implement the Year of Action on Diversity.  We 

could include it in the Call for Papers.  Many diversities were mentioned:  first-

generation college students, Spanish-speaking students, English-as-a-second-language 

students in general, Native Americans.  Bridge programs is another idea.  Allen will ask 

for demographics of our division to see how we as a division are doing in diversity.  

Arthur Felse volunteered to leave the diversity initiative.   

 

6. Dave passed “The Wrench” to Lisa Bullard.  Lisa then thanked Dave for his efforts as 

chair and gave us words of encouragement. 
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American Society for Engineering Education Chemical Engineering Division 

Treasurer's Report – June 2014 

 

 

BASS Account total (June 17, 2013)  $30,578.00 
 

Credits 

Interest (3
rd

 and 4
th

 Q 2013, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Q 2014 not posted yet) $   11.84 

Dues (April 2013 through March 2014) $1,359.00 

2013 Awards Dinner $4,070.00 

Award Sponsorships (2013 Corcoran, 2014 Lect. &CACHE) $8,200.00 

 $13,640.84 

Debits     

Interest correction (Dec. 2012 and March 2013) $54.19 

2013 Awards Dinner (including 5 comped tickets) $3,759.50 

2013 Officer Plaques  $308.08 

2013 Chemstations Lectureship travel and Corcoran $2,000.00 

2014 Awards (CACHE, Corcoran) $2,500.00 

 $8,621.77 

 

Total Bass Account (June 12, 2014) $35,597.07 

 

 

Operating Account total (June 17, 2013) $    0.00 

 

Credits 

2014 Fiscal Year Allocation $   587.00 

 

Debits     

2014 Mentoring New Attendee Award and banquet reimbursement $  470.00 

 

Total Operating Account (June 17, 2013) $    117.00 

 

 

 








